Evidence for initiation of microtubules in discrete regions of the cell cortex in Azolla root-tip cells, and an hypothesis on the development of cortical arrays of microtubules.
Complexes of microtubules, vesicles, and (to varying degrees) dense matrix material around the microtubules were seen along the edges of cells in root apices of Azolla pinnata R.Br. (viewing the cells as polyhedra with faces, vertices and edges). They are best developed after cytokinesis has been completed, when the daughter cells are reinstating their interphase arrays of microtubules. They are not confined to edges made by the junction of new cell plates with parental walls, but occur also along older edges. Similar matrices and vesicles are seen amongst phragmoplast microtubules and where pre-prophase bands intersect the edges of cells. It is suggested that the complexes participate in the development of cortical arrays of microtubules. The observations are combined with others, made on pre-prophase bands and on the substructure of cortical arrays lying against the faces of cells, to develop an hypothesis on the development of cortical microtubules, summarised below: Microtubules are nucleated along the edges of cells, at first growing in unspecified orientations and then becoming bridged to the plasma membrane. Parallelism of microtubules in the arrays arises by inter-tubule cross-bridging. Lengths of microtubule are released from, or break off, the nucleating centres and are moved out onto the face of the cell by intertubule and tubule-membrane sliding, thus accounting for the presence there of short tubules with randomly placed terminations. The nucleating zones along cell edges might have vectorial properties, and thus be able to control the orientation of the microtubules on the different faces of the cell. Also, localised activation could generate localised arrays, especially pre-prophase bands in specified sites and planes. Two possible reasons for the spatial restriction of nucleation to cell edges are considered. One is that the geometry of an edge is itself important; the other is that along most cell edges there is a persistent specialised zone, inherited at cytokinesis by the daughter cells when the cell plate bisects the former pre-prophase-band zone.